NOTES:

1. ALL SINGLE CONDUCTOR WIRE M2759/34-20 UNLESS NOTED.
   - REMOVE PIN BEFORE FLIGHT TO ARM THE "T START" TRIGGER DEVICES.

2. SWITCH TO "ON" POSITION BEFORE FLIGHT TO ARM THE "T START" TRIGGER DEVICES. TRIGGER PINS REMOVED.

3. IF USING A DIGITAL MULTI-METER, MAXIMUM TEST CURRENT SHALL NOT EXCEED 50 MILLIAMPS FOR A PERIOD OF 5 MINUTES. RECOMMENDED TO DISCONNECT MAG GENERATOR PRIOR TO ELECTRICAL WIRING TESTING.

4. IF USING A DIGITAL MULTI-METER, MAXIMUM TEST CURRENT SHALL NOT EXCEED 50 MILLIAMPS FOR A PERIOD OF 5 MINUTES. RECOMMENDED TO DISCONNECT MAG GENERATOR PRIOR TO ELECTRICAL WIRING TESTING.